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EFFECT OF STIFFNESS AND CELL SHAPE ON CELLULAR MECHANOSENSING 
2020-2021 
Sebastián L. Vega, Ph.D. 
Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering 
Cellular mechanosensing is the process of converting mechanical signals into 
biological responses. Stem cells are self-renewing cells with the potential to transform 
into specialized cell types – this differentiation process is influenced by cellular 
mechanosensing. Cells sense material stiffness, and stiffer environments result in 
increased cellular mechanosensing and preferential differentiation into bone-producing 
osteoblasts. Cell shape also plays an important role due to its influence on cytoskeletal 
contractility, and photopatterning can be used to study the effects of cell shape on cellular 
mechanosensing. Although the effects of material stiffness and cell shape have been 
studied, little is known about the joint effects of these factors on stem cell 
mechanosensing. Taken together, the goal of this research is to develop a biomaterial 
system to study the combinatorial effects of shape and stiffness on mesenchymal stem 
cell (MSC) mechanosensing. Hydrogels of three stiffness (5 kPa, 10 kPa, 20 kPa) were 
photopatterned with shapes (circle, square, octagon) that cause a range of contractile 
forces in cells. These shapes were made into patterns on a glass photomask, allowing 
hydrogels placed under the photomask to be photopatterned. Photopatterns were found to 
over 90% accurate. Highly angular shapes, such as the octagon, and increased stiffness 
were both seen to influence an increased nuclear localization of mechanosensing protein 
YAP, with stiffness having a greater influence than shape.  
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1.1 Stem Cells Overview 
 Stem cells are cells with the ability to self-renew and differentiate into different types 
of cells [1]. Unlike other cells, they do not carry out specific functions and instead wait 
for differentiation cues to become more specialized cell types [2]. There are three main 
class of stem cells: embryonic stem cells, adult stem cells, and induced pluripotent stem 
cells (iPSCs)[3]. Embryonic stem cells have the ability to differentiate into any somatic 
cell type, making them highly valuable to regenerative medicine research [4], [5]. 
However, they are only found during early embryonic development. This makes 
acquisition and use of embryonic stem cells controversial and expensive [4], [6].  
 Adult stem cells are more common and can be found throughout the body for the 
duration of one’s life. These stem cells are multipotent, they belong to certain tissues and 
possess the ability to differentiate into a select few cell types of that tissue [7],[8]. There 
are three main types of adult stem cells: neural stem cells (NSCs), mesenchymal stem 
cells (MSCs), and hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Neural stem cells are found in 
regions of the brain and spinal cord and give rise to neurons and glia cells[9]. Preliminary 
work has been done on these adult stems as a therapeutic for neurodegenerative disease 
[10]. MSCs are found many areas of the body including in bone marrow and are 
responsible for formation of connective tissue such as bone, fat, and cartilage [11], [12]. 
Studies of MSCs have shown great hope in bone and cartilage regrowth if the MSC 
differentiation can be controlled [13], [14]  The final type of adult stem cells, HSCs, are 
also found in bone marrow and give rise to a variety of immune and blood cells [15]. The 
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multipotency of adult stem cells makes them ideal for personalized and regenerative 
medicine if their differentiation can be understood and controlled.  
Induced pluripotent stem cells are not found in the body, but instead engineered in 
vitro. These types of stem cells are previously differentiated cells that have been 
reprogramed to behave as embryonic stem cells. This is done though the introduction of 
certain genes to change the properties of these cells [16]. The discovery of iPSCs has led 
to new techniques for studying disease models, personalized medicine, and cellular based 
therapies [17]. Reprogramed patient derived somatic iPSCs have been proven to be non-
immunogenic [18] and current studies are working to lower cost and efficacy of patient 
derived iPSC production for medical use [19]. 
Outside of the body, stem cell behavior can be manipulated via local cues that include 
cell-cell contact and cellular interactions with engineered materials. For example, control 
of key chemical and physical factors can lead towards guided stem cell differentiation. 
Biochemical cues presented as ligands tethered to biomaterials and biophysical cues 
including substrate stiffness have a tremendous impact on cellular mechanosensing and 
downstream differentiation [20]. Understanding the effects of different biochemical and 
biophysical cues creates a diverse understanding of stem cell differentiation and control.  
1.2 Soft Biomaterials for Stem Cell Culture 
 In order to better understand stem cell differentiation, biomaterials can be used [21]. 
Biomaterials are any material that can be used with biological matter including tissues 
and cells. This is a broad spectrum of materials which includes metals used in surgical 
implants, contact lenses that improve sight, and hydrogels used for laboratory cell culture 
[22]. Hydrogels are water based three dimensional gels developed specifically for 
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integration with cells. They can be created from a variety of polymeric materials 
including poly (ethylene glycol), polyacrylamide and hyaluronic acid. Hydrogels were 
the first material made specially for cell and tissue integration and as such they have 
many tunable properties including porosity, stiffness, and gelation time [23]. These 
factors and their similarity to native tissues make hydrogels a suitable biomaterial for 
studying artificial cellular microenvironments [24]. Hydrogel stiffness can be varied to 
mimic different tissue types and inclusion of cellular adhesion complexes allows easy cell 
seeding onto hydrogels. These easily tunable factors offer a platform to study specific 
cells in environments mimicking those the cells would encounter in vivo [25]. This can 
provide valuable information about cell behavior, and in the case of stem cells, 
differentiation. Addition of specific growth factors [26], tethering of functionalized 
molecules to hydrogels [27], and differing gel stiffness [28]  have all been shown to 
influence MSCs to preferentially differentiate into osteoblasts as opposed to adipocytes. 
Understanding and control of stem cells through biomaterials offers potential for 
developments in regenerative medicine as well as individualized therapeutics [29]. 
1.3 Cellular Mechanosensing 
1.3.1 How Cellular Mechanosensing Works 
 Cells possess the ability to convert mechanical signals into biological signals via a 
process known as cellular mechanosensing. This process controls cytoskeletal 
contractility and cell adhesion to an underlying substrate or nearby cells [30]. Cellular 
mechanosensing occurs through a number of force sensing proteins found in the 
extracellular matrix (ECM) [31] as well as through focal adhesion [32], [33]. Focal 
adhesions are proteins which adhere cells to their underlying substrate. Stiffer 
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environments lead to large cells with more focal adhesions and more organized 
cytoskeletal structures than cells on softer environments. This physical response to 
mechanosensing is responsible for large scale tissue changes such as muscle growth due 
to stress and strain on cells after exercise as well as bone formation based on an 
individual’s weight distribution [34]. In stem cells, mechanosensing impacts cell 
differentiation [28], [35], [36]. Increased nuclear localization of mechanosensitive 
proteins, such as Yes-associated protein (YAP), have been linked to high cytoskeletal 
contractility after growth on a stiff substrate. YAP is regularly found throughout the 
cytoplasm of a cell but can be translocated to the nucleus where it plays a role in a signal 
cascade responsible for differentiation into contractile cell types (e.g., osteoblasts). The 
differences in YAP location on different stiffnesses can be seen in Figure 1. Due to YAP 
translocation and downstream effect on signaling, an increase in nuclear YAP 
concentration is known to increase rates of osteogenesis in MSCs, while lower nuclear 
YAP concentrations more often lead to adipogenesis [37]. 
 
Figure 1 
YAP Location in Cells 
 
Note. Stiffer 40 kPa substrate on left shows greater nuclear YAP (green) than its 0.7 kPa 
counterpart. [Figure amended from Dupont et al 2011]. 
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1.3.2 Factors Influencing Cellular Mechanosensing 
An important aspect of cellular mechanosensing is substrate stiffness. The 
stiffness of the biomaterial a cell is placed on can affect the translocation of 
mechanosensitive protein YAP within a cell [38] and further downstream stem cell 
differentiation [30], [39]. Cells plated on soft materials similar to brain tissue are more 
likely to undergo neurogenesis while those on stiff materials mimicking bone are more 
likely to undergo osteogenesis [28]. In MSCs specifically, soft substrates lead to lower 
levels of nuclear YAP (Figure 2A) and higher likelihood of adipogenesis while stiff 
substrates lead to high nuclear YAP concentrations and osteogenesis [36].   
 Additionally, cell shape can influence mechanosensing and YAP translocation from 
the cytosol to nucleus of a cell. Cell shape influences the placement of focal adhesions 
and contractility [30],[40]. MSCs plated on angular shapes tend to create focal adhesions 
at the vertices of the shape. The cytoskeleton reflects these focal adhesions with increased 
contractility between adhesions and overall higher nuclear expression of YAP [30] [41]. 
In rounder shapes, less numerous and less distinct focal adhesions are created and overall 
cytoskeletal contractility is low, relating to low levels of nuclear YAP [30]. (Figure 2B) 
As was seen with stiffness, low levels of nuclear YAP correlate to MSC adipogenesis and 








Overview of Expected Impact on Mechanosensing 
 
Note.  (A) Increasing biomaterial stiffness is expected to increase mechanosensing and 
(B) increasing shape angularity and number of vertices is expected to increase nuclear 
YAP concentration. 
 
1.3.3 Limitations in Cellular Mechanosensing Studies 
 While the effects of stiffness and shape on mechanosensing have been characterized 
independently, no studies have looked into them together. Matrix stiffness studies have 
shown preferential differentiation of MSCs on polyacrylamide hydrogels to be 
neurogenic on 0.1-1 kPa, myogenic on 8-17 kPa, and osteogenic on 25-40 kPa stiffnesses 
based on expression of preliminary differentiation markers β3 tubulin, MyoD1, and 
CBFx1 respectively [28]. Additionally, studies of shape done on patterned, gold-plated 
glass used a rounded flower and 5 point star to prove that more angular shapes increase 
cytoskeletal contractility and osteogenic differentiation [41]. Larger shapes are also seen 
to have higher nuclear YAP concentrations, as are MSCs on stiffer substrates [42]. 
Compilation of these studies indicates that both increased stiffness and use of angular 
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shapes should result in high nuclear levels of mechanosensing protein YAP and 
downstream osteogenic differentiation.  
 Here I am to create a biomaterial system to characterize the effect of substrate 
stiffness and cell shape on MSC mechanosensing through nuclear YAP translocation. A 
hydrogel of tunable stiffness will allow for distinct characterization of nuclear YAP based 
on stiffness. The same hydrogel can be patterned with shapes of varying angularity to 
determine shape effect on nuclear YAP concentrations. Combinatorial results of these 
two factors on nuclear YAP can provide better indications of their effect on 




Designing Hydrogels with Tunable Stiffness and Orthogonal Micropatterning 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 A Hydrogel System for Micropatterning  
 To better understand mechanosensing, first a substrate and patterning system was 
needed.  Hydrogels were chosen due to their biocompatibility and ability to tune hydrogel 
stiffness [25]. Hydrogels made would then need to be patterned using a photomask for 
studies of shape. Different hydrogel bases such as polyacrylamide and hyaluronic acid 
were considered as both have shown success in patterning [41], [43]. Initial work with 
polyacrylamide gels showed incorrect transfer of pattern from photomask to hydrogel. 
This led to the decision to use norbornene modified hyaluronic acid hydrogels which 
have been shown to allow orthogonal patterning after synthesis with ease [43].  
2.1.2 Norbornene Modified Hyaluronic Acid 
 Norbornene modified hyaluronic acid (NorHA) is a macromer made by combining 
norbornene and hyaluronic acid. This macromer can act as a backbone for the creation of 
hydrogels. The norbornenes attach to hyaluronic acid chains and have a high affinity for 
thiol molecules. Di-thiol molecules are able to attach to two separate norbornenes to 
crosslink or join different strands of NorHA together. This thiol-norbornene reaction 
occurs in the presence of a photo initiator and ultraviolet (UV) light. Due to the simplicity 
of the thiol-norbornene binding, hydrogel stiffness can be easily controlled [43], [44]. 
NorHA combined with high concentrations of di-thiol molecules tightly bind together 
and create a stiffer gel, while lower di-thiol concentrations loosely link macromers and 
create softer gels.  
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  The thiol-norbornene reaction can also be used to micropattern hydrogels after their 
formation. This is done with functionalized single thiol molecules, instead of di-thiol 
molecules. These molecules have a thiol group attached to a peptide which is then bound 
to free NorHA in already formed NorHA hydrogels. The reaction occurs the same way, 
by introducing a thiol molecule to the NorHA in the presence of a photo initiator and UV 
light.  
2.1.3 Micropatterning 
 Micropatterning allows for the creation of distinct cellular adhesive regions on a 
biomaterial in order to study cell microenvironments [45] Micropatterning can be done 
using a photomask [46]. The photomask acts as a template, allowing light to shine 
through in predetermined areas. In the case of NorHA hydrogels, the functionalized thiol 
molecules adhere to norbornene in the presence of UV light. By shining UV light through 
the photomask with a hydrogel underneath, the hydrogel becomes patterned with the 
design of the photomask. If the thiol molecules used are functionalized with fluorescence, 
then the patterns can be visualized with fluorescent imaging. This patterning technique 
can also be used to spatially functionalize hydrogels with cell attachment motifs (i.e., 
RGD) to create adhesive regions for cells to attach to. Since no further crosslinking is 
occurring, patterning does not change the local stiffness of a NorHA hydrogel [43]. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 NorHA Synthesis 
 To create NorHA, Hyaluronic Acid tetrabutylammonium salt (HA-TBA) was 
combined with Nor-amide and dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at a 
concentration of 5 mL per 0.1g via cannulation. Benzotriazole-1-yl-oxy-tris-
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(dimethylamino)-phosphonium (BOP) was added to a new beaker and combined with 
dissolved DMSO solution via cannulation. Once dissolved, the reaction continued at 
room temperature for 2 hours. 10 mL of DI water was added, and the solution was 
transferred to dialysis tubing. Dialysis occurred for 5 days at room temperature with 
water changes twice a day. The resulting solution was filtered and dialyzed for 3 more 
days. It was then frozen overnight at -80 C and lyophilized for 5 days. H NMR was used 
to analyze the final NorHA macromer. 
2.2.2 NorHA Hydrogel Formation 
 NorHA hydrogels were created in silicone molds. The NorHA macromer, Di-thiol 
cross linker (DTT), and a photoinitiator were combined with PBS to create a gel solution 
(Figure 3). This solution was then injected into molds. The molds were created by cutting 
10 mm diameter circles out of silicone and placing them on top a 12 mm diameter 
coverslip. The solution was injected into the mold then covered with another 12 mm 
coverslip and exposed to UV light for 10 minutes at 10 milliwatts/cm2. The hydrogels 













Note. (A) Synthesis of NorHA from HA-TBA and norbornene via a click chemistry 
reaction. (B) Crosslinking of NorHA macromer with Dithiol crosslinker to create a 
hydrogel. [Figure amended from Gramlich et. al 2013]. 
 
2.2.3 Photomask Design 
 To micropattern the NorHA hydrogels, a photomask was designed. The photomask 
was designed with three shapes, a circle, square, and octagon in mind. The lack of 
vertices on a circle would be expected to cause low contractile forces and result in 
adipogenesis. In contrast, an octagon is highly angular and would significantly increase 
the contractile force felt by a cell leading to osteogenesis. A square was chosen as an 
intermediate shape to these two extremes, creating cells with moderate contractile forces. 
Each of these shapes was designed with an area of 5,000 µm2 based on previous 
successful patterning and the known size of MSCs [41] (Figure 4A). Consistency in 
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shape area allows the study of cell shape independent of size. The shapes were designed 
in repeating iterations on AutoCAD with each shape in one third of an 18-millimeter 
diameter circle (Figure 4B). This allows for rapid patterning of all three shapes onto one 
substrate. The completed AutoCAD design was sent to CompuGraphics who created a 









2.2.4 Photopatterning NorHA Hydrogels 
The previously created NorHA gels were soaked in a patterning solution consisting of 
cell adhesion peptide RGD, photoinitiator, and PBS. For pattern fidelity testing, thiolated 
green florescent protein was added to this solution. The hydrogels were removed from the 
solution and placed on the bottom side of the glass photomask via PBS adhesion. The 
Note.  (A) Length of three shapes chosen for the photomask. (B) Overview of 
the photomask showing all three shapes repeating with in one circle.  
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photomask was flipped right side up and placed on a stand. UV light at the same intensity 
as before was shone on the mask through the gel to create micropatterns (Figure 5). Gels 
were imaged to ensure transfer of the pattern (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 5 




Note.  (1) The NorHA solution is loaded into a mold sandwiched between two coverslips 
and exposed to UV light. (2) After creation, the hydrogel is soaked in a solution of RGD 
and fluorescent peptide then placed on the photomask. (3) The photomask and hydrogel 
are placed under UV light for 5 min. Once removed from the UV light the result is a 





Visualization of Photopatterned Shapes 
 
Note. Images of multiple and single patterns for (A) circles, (B) squares, (C) octagons.  
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 NorHA Hydrogels of Varying Stiffness Were Created  
 NorHA hydrogels of three different stiffnesses were desired for testing the effect of 
stiffness on mechanosensing. NorHA stiffness was varied using different concentrations 
of the crosslinker dithiothreitol (DTT) during creation of the NorHA hydrogels. Variation 
in DTT allows more precise changes in stiffness than varying the weight percent of 
NorHA in the hydrogel [43]. Tested DTT concentrations resulted in a range of stiffness 
from 5-25 kPa (Figure 7A). Test concentrations below 1 mM DTT resulted in poorly 
formed hydrogels that did not hold their shape. The plateau seen between 3 and 5 mM 
DTT is likely the result of a reaction threshold where all norbornenes are crosslinked to a 
thiol. Increasing DTT concentration past 3 mM would not be expected to have any 
significant increase on stiffness.  
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Stiffnesses were selected at a low, medium, and high stiffness corresponding to 5, 
kPa, 10 kPa, and 20 kPa (Figure 7B). Adipose tissue has a young modulus of 1.9 kPa [47] 
and adipogenesis is known to occur on substrates between 2.5-5 kPa [48]. For that 
reason, the lowest stiffness was chosen as 5 kPa with the expectation of low 
mechanosensing. While the young’s modulus of bone is extremely high, ranging from 20-
22 GPa [49], osteogenesis has been successfully induced in hydrogels of 20-40 kPa [28] 
leading to the choice of a high 20 kPa stiffness. 10 kPa was then chosen as an 
intermediate stiffness to the low 5 kPa and high 20 kPa. Based off tested DTT 
concentrations, these low, medium, and high stiffnesses were found to correspond to 1 
mM, 1.75mM, and 2.5 mM DTT concentrations, respectively.  
 
Figure 7 
NorHA Hydrogel Stiffness 
Note. (A) Stiffness of all tested DTT concentrations. N=6 for each concentration. (B) 
Chosen concentrations of 1 mM, 1.75 mM, and 2.5 mM DTT to for 5 kPa, 10 kPa, and 20 
kPa stiffness, respectively. Concentrations were chosen based of off graph A. 
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2.3.2 Micropatterns Were Made on NorHA Hydrogels with High Fidelity 
 The fidelity of each different pattern was examined using FIJI. Fluorescent 
patterning was done with 0.001 mM of thiolated GFP as lower concentrations became 
hard to visualize and higher concentrations resulted in over saturation when imaging. 
Images of 30 patterns were measured for shape length and area and compared to the 
known pattern size of the photomask (Figure 8). Circular fluorescent patterns were found 
to have an average size of 4433.53 µm2 making them 6% smaller than the photomask 
pattern. Square and octagon fluorescent patterns were both less than 4% smaller than the 
photomask pattern at 4817 and 4805 µm2, respectively. The pattern accuracy ratio of 
measured patterned length or area to actual length or area was plotted with a box plot for 
30 samples of each shape (Figure 9). Median pattern accuracy ranged from 0.9 to 0.98 for 
length and 0.94 to 0.97 for pattern area where 1 indicates a measured fluorescent pattern 
the same size as the photomask pattern. On average, fluorescent patterns were 95.6% the 
area of the photomask pattern.  It would be expected that other patterns using the same 
method would be equally as accurate. The combined stiffness and pattern fidelity results 










Visual Comparison of Patterned Hydrogel and Photomask 
 


























Pattern Fidelity  
 
 
Note. Accuracy of patterning seen in box plot comparing measured (A) pattern length and 
(B) pattern area to known photomask parameters for confocally imaged patterned 
hydrogels. Mean pattern accuracy is indicated with an x where 1, shown with a dotted 
line, represents the measured pattern exactly equal to the photomask pattern. Patterns 
above the dotted line were larger than the photomask and below were smaller than the 







MSC Seeding onto Micropatterned Hydrogels 
3.1 Introduction   
3.1.1 MSC Overview  
 Mesenchymal stem cells can differentiate into osteoblasts to create bone, adipocytes 
to create fat tissue, and chondrocytes to create cartilage [50]. They are relatively easy to 
grow and culture in a laboratory [51], and show promise in controlled differentiation and 
use in regenerative medicine. Understanding of MSC differentiation has potential to lead 
to the ability to regenerate and repair cartilage and bone tissue for injury or disease 
treatment [52]. MSCs have been proven to have to no adverse effects when used in 
clinical trials [53], but control and understanding of their differentiation is not well 
understood. Many properties including transcription factors, cell-cell signaling, and 
mechanosensing influence MSC differentiation [54]. Better investigation of how these 
factors influence differentiation is needed to advance regenerative uses [55].  
3.1.2 Role of Mechanosensing in Differentiation 
Increased levels of mechanosensing have been correlated to osteogenic 
differentiation with MSCs [30]. Control of MSCs through shape has been done on 
rounded and angular shapes. Angular shapes show increased cytoskeletal contractility 
indicating high levels of mechanosensing as well as increased levels of osteogenic 
differentiation markers [41]. This has led to the choice of an octagon, square, and circle 
for this study. These shapes are expected to have a range of mechanosensing with circles 
being the lowest and octagons being the highest. When MSCs are cultured on stiff 22 kPa 
substrates, they also have higher expression of mechanosensing than those cultured on 
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soft 3.6 kPa substrates [36]. A range of stiffness (5 kPa, 10 kPa, and 20 kPa) have been 
chosen to study in conjunction with the three shapes. These varying shapes and 
stiffnesses are expected to varying mechanosensing within the cell leading to changes in 
levels of osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation.   
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 MSC Culture  
Lonza bone marrow derived MSCs with passage numbers ranging from P3-P6 were 
used for seeding. Cells were cultured in Gibco alpha minimum essential media 
constituted with penicillin and streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum. Cells were 
passaged at 80% confluency. Cells were rinsed with sterile Gibco PBS and treated with 
trypsin for 5 minutes in a cellular incubator. Media was proportionally added to 
neutralize the trypsin. The cell solution was centrifuged at 500 x g for 5 minutes. The 
supernatant was aspirated off and the cell pellet resuspended in media. Cells were 
counted with a hemocytometer and seeded onto hydrogels with varying density or 
replated for future use.  
3.2.2 MSC Seeding Conditions 
 Micropatterned NorHA Hydrogels in a 24 well plate were washed with PBS then 
seeded at different densities to optimize pattern adhesion. Both a low and high centrifuge 
and seeding density was tested. Cells were seeded at either 3,000 cells/cm2 or 5,000 cells/ 
cm2 and then centrifuged at 300x g or 500x g.  
3.2.3 Cell Staining 
 Cells were fixed with 10% formalin 24 hours after seeding. Fixed cells were washed 
with PBS, permeabilized, and then blocked for 30 minutes using 3% bovine serum 
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albumin. Following this, a 1:200 concentration of Santa Cruz YAP was made in PBS and 
50 microliters droplets were placed on a parafilm lined petri dish. Gels were placed, cell 
side down, on the drops and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. Gels were then 
washed 5x and placed on 50 microliters droplets of 1:200 Alexa Fluor anti-mouse IgG 
antibody where they were incubated in the dark for 2 hours. Once finished, gels were 
moved to a new 24 well plate and washed 5 times with PBS. They were then soaked in a 
1:200 Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin-blocking buffer solution, washed and soaked in a 
1:5000 Hoechst – PBS solution. Stained hydrogels were washed with PBS and stored in 4 
degrees Celsius until imaging. 
3.2.4 Imaging and Analysis 
 Images of micropatterned hydrogels were taken using Nikon confocal microscopy. 
20x images of cells representing circle, squares, and octagons were taken. 8-bit images 
were analyzed in FIJI for YAP concentration. The fluorescent intensity of three 3x3 
squares was measured in the nucleus and cytoplasmic area of each cell. The average of 
these measurements was separately taken for the nucleus and cytoplasm of each cell and 
divided to find the nuclear to cytoplasmic YAP ratio. 
3.2.5 Statistical Analysis 
 Statistical analysis was done with an ANOVA test followed by t-test assuming equal 
variances where relevant.  
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Cells Seeded at High Density and High Centrifuge Speed  
Two cell seeding densities and two centrifuge speeds were tested to determine 
optimal cell seeding conditions. The cells seeded at 5,000 cells/ cm2 and centrifuged at 
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500x g had the most single cells adhered in patterns and these conditions were used for 
future testing. Other combinations of conditions resulted in few cells adhering to patterns. 
Further testing of higher cell seeding conditions (7500 cell/cm2 and 10000 cells/cm2) lead 
to multiple cells adhering to a single pattern instead of the desired single cell per single 
pattern. With the chosen density of 5,000 cells per cm2, some cells were seen adhered 
randomly outside of patterns. To combat this a wash using bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
could be added directly after patterning the hydrogels. This would create a less favorable 
environment for the cells on any area of the gel that is not patterned and possibly increase 
the number of single cells correctly adhered to a pattern.  
Three time points were also testing by fixing cells at 24, 48, and 72 hours. At both 48 
and 72 hours many cells were adhered on and around a single pattern making 
characterization of single cells in patterns impossible (Figure 10). The fluorescent 
patterns were also seen to be bleeding into surround gel. This inaccuracy in pattern size is 
likely due to the long periods of times the gel was in cell media for these time points. 
Bleeding of patterns could also indicate bleeding of adhesion motif RGD which would be 
responsible for the high number of cells outside of patterns. At 24 hours single cells were 
properly adhered to the constraints of the pattern and this time point was used for all 













72-Hour Cell Seeding Study 
 
Note. (A) Cells seeded on patterns and fixed 72 hours after seeding showed multiple cells 
per pattern and (B) fluorescence bleeding out of patterned areas. 
 
3.3.2 Characterization of Mechanosensing  
YAP is a mechanosensing protein responsible for transmitting mechanical signals 
obtained from the extracellular matrix to a cell’s nucleus [38]. This signal relay activates 
the hippo-pathway which is responsible for regulating stem cell fate and proliferation 
[56], [57]. Higher nuclear YAP concentration is linked to osteogenesis while lower 
nuclear YAP and higher cytosolic YAP concentrations are indicative of adipogenesis in 
MSCs6. Here YAP has been used to quantify mechanosensing. Cells plated on different 
shapes show different YAP localization (Figure 11). Cells on circular shapes exhibited 
spread out YAP concentrations with little difference in nuclear and cytoplasmic YAP. 
Squares also had cytoplasmic YAP, but their nuclear YAP concentrations were distinctly 
higher than cytoplasmic concentrations. On the contrary cells in octagons showed almost 
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exclusively nuclear YAP with very little cytoplasmic YAP. To Quantify mechanosensing, 
YAP ratio was used (Figure 12). This ratio, based of fluorescent intensity, shows the 
level of nuclear YAP compared to that of the cytoplasm for a normalized ratio indicative 
of nuclear YAP concentrations and mechanosensing.  
 
Figure 11 
Images of the Cytoskeleton, Nucleus, YAP, and Combined Channels for the Circle, Square 
and Octagon 
Note. Stained for Phalloidin (green) showing the cytoskeleton, Hoechst (blue) showing 
the nucleus, and YAP (red). Images shown for the circle and square are on 10 kPa 
hydrogels, and the images of the octagon are on 20 kPa hydrogels. All cells were stained 




Calculation of YAP Ratio Based off Fluorescence of Nuclear and Cytoplasmic YAP 
 
 
3.3.2.1 Mechanosensing Based on Shape. YAP ratio increased as angularity 
increased, with circles having the lowest ratio and octagons having the highest (Figure 
13). On hydrogels of a medium stiffness, 10 kPa, squares had a YAP ratio 1.2x higher 
than circles and octagons had a YAP ratio 1.3x higher than circles. This confirms 
previous findings that increasing contractility in shapes increases mechanosensing. While 
there was significant difference between YAP ratios of circles and squares as well as 
circles and octagons, there was not large differences between that of squares and 
octagons. This may indicate that there is a contractility threshold based on shape. The 
contractile forces experienced by a cell with four vertices are not seen to be 
proportionally or significantly less than those of the forces experienced a more angular 











YAP Ratio Compared to Tested Shapes 
 
 
Note. (A) Increased YAP ratio was seen as shape angularity increased. Stained for 
phalloidin (green), Hoechst (blue) and YAP (red). For contrast, nucleus of YAP channel is 
outlined in white. (B)Plot of average YAP ratio in relation to shape. Hydrogels of 10 kPa 
stiffness were used. Significant differences denoted by * for the increase in YAP ratio 
from circle to square and ** for circle to octagon. 
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3.3.2.2 Mechanosensing based on Stiffness. All shapes experienced higher YAP 
ratios on stiffer NorHA hydrogels. Circles on 20 kPa hydrogels had YAP ratios 1.6x 
higher than those on 5 kPa hydrogels (Figure 14). Similarly, Octagons on 20 kPa 
hydrogels had YAP ratios 2.2x higher than their 5 kPa counterparts (Figure 15). At 20 
kPa stiffness YAP localization can be seen as highly nuclear, with little cytoplasmic YAP 
visible in all shapes.  
 
Figure 14 
 YAP Ratio Compared to Low, Medium, and High Stiffnesses for Circular Patterned Cells   
 
Note. (A) Significant increases can be seen in YAP ratio when plated on 5 kPa to 20 kPa 
hydrogels. This can be further seen in (B) YAP fluorescence being highly nuclear on 20 
kPa. Cells pictured here are stained for phalloidin (green), Hoechst (blue) and YAP (red). 






YAP Ratio Compared to Low, Medium, and High Stiffnesses for Octagonal Patterned 
Cells 
Note. (A) Significant increases can be seen in YAP ratio when plated on 5 kPa to 20 kPa 
hydrogels. This can be further seen in (B) YAP fluorescence being highly nuclear on 20 
kPa. Cells pictured here are stained for phalloidin (green), Hoechst (blue) and YAP (red). 
Nucleus is outlined on YAP channel in white. 
 
 
3.3.2.3 Combinatorial Effects of Shape and Stiffness on Mechanosensing. 
Shape was seen to amplify the effect stiffness on YAP ratio. The YAP ratio of octagons 
increased with a greater slope than that of the circles when measured across the three 
stiffnesses (Figure 16A). Additionally, circles and octagons were seen to have significant 
YAP ratio increases from 5-20 kPa hydrogels while squares were not (Figure 16B). 
Without patterning, MSCs on soft hydrogels are generally small and circular while those 
on stiff hydrogels are elongated with clear focal adhesions [41]. Since the square is in 
between these two cell shapes, it is likely that it has an increased YAP ratio compared to 
small circular cells on soft gels but a decreased YAP ratio compared to spread cells on 
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stiff gels. This creates a medial YAP concentration for squares on both soft and stiff gels. 
While it would be expected that octagons would have higher YAP concentrations than 
squares on soft 5 kPa hydrogels, this was not observed. This phenomenon is likely due to 
the preferential shape of cells on soft gels. Cells seen in octagonal patterns on soft 
hydrogels were far more rounded than those seen on stiffer hydrogels (Figure 17). While 
they were still octagonal in shape, they had rounded edges which was not expected and 
could account for this difference.  
 
Figure 16 
 Combinatorial Effects of Shape and Stiffness on YAP 
(A) 
Note. YAP ratio shows linear increases across gels of different stiffness. YAP ratio of 
octagons increases with a greater slope than that of circles. (B) YAP ratio significantly 
increases across low (5 kPa) and high (20 kPa) stiffnesses for circles and octagons. 




Changes in Shape Among Octagons 
Note. Octagons on lower stiffnesses show more rounded edges with less clear vertices 
than those on stiff gels. Octagon pattern can be seen outlined in white around cells 
stained phalloidin (green) and Hoechst (blue) stains. The impact of this is reflected in 
corresponding YAP stains (red).    
 
3.3.2.4 Stiffness and Shape Influence on Cell Adhesion.  When imaging cells 
adhered to patterns, it was seen that cells on low stiffness gels were more often found in 
circular patterns and cells on higher stiffness gels were more often found on octagons 
(Figure 18). It is not known if cells sense their environment before adhesion and 
preferentially chose pattern shape, or if another factor is at play. Increased testing would 
need to be done to determine statistical relevance of these observations as well as if 




Occurrence of Patterns in Relation to Stiffness 
 
 





Summary and Future Directions 
4.1 Summary 
NorHA hydrogels of varying stiffness can be micropatterned with shapes without 
effecting stiffness [43]. Here it was shown that patterning on NorHA hydrogels is highly 
accurate when using a glass photomask and UV light. Average patterns on NorHA 
hydrogels were 95.6% the size of their photomask counterparts. Consistent pattern size 
allowed for the study of shape and stiffness with MSCs.  
MSCs plated on patterned NorHA hydrogels exhibited varying levels of YAP 
concentrations. Circles plated on soft gels were seen to have the lowest YAP 
concentration while octagons on stiff gels had the highest YAP concentrations. Cells on 
squares were seen to have similar YAP ratios to those on octagons indicating the 
possibility if a maximum threshold of mechanosensing based off cytoskeletal 
contractility. Additionally, on hydrogels of a medium, 10 kPa, stiffness YAP 
concentrations increased from circle to octagon. This indicates that both stiffness and 
shape greatly effect mechanosensing.  
When combined it was seen that shape and stiffness can have a greater impact on 
mechanosensing than either factor individually. Angular shapes on stiff gels resulted in 
higher cellular mechanosensing than just shape or stiffness alone. The opposite is also 
seen for circular shapes and soft gels as they decrease mechanosensing when used in 
combination. This effect of stiffness and shape on mechanosensing can be translated to 
effects on differentiation based on the known relationship between YAP mechanosensing 
and MSC differentiation [36]. Increased mechanosensing, seen here in angular stiff cells, 
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correlates to osteogenic differentiation while lower mechanosensing, seen here in round 
soft cells, correlates to adipogenic differentiation [30], [36]. 
4.2 Effect of Physical Cell-Cell Contact on Mechanosensing 
4.2.1 How Cell-Cell Contact Effects Mechanosensing  
 In addition to the combinatorial effects of stiffness and shape not being well 
characterized, little is known about the effect of cell-cell contact on mechanosensing. 
Previous mechanosensing studies were done on single cell islands [36], [41], leaving out 
the impact of cell-cell contact on mechanosensing. At high densities, cell-cell contact is 
seen to inhibit osteogenesis due cells having less ECM-substrate contact and lower 
overall cell areas [30]. It has also been seen that changes in force can be relayed quickly 
through tissue cells [58], [59]. These high density and tissue studies have been done with 
multicell substrates [30], [59], again leaving little information on the effect of one cell on 
another when it comes to mechanosensing.  
4.2.2 Use of this Biomaterial System to Study Cell-Cell Effect on Mechanosensing 
The work done here has created a biomaterial system that can be used to test 
combinations of patterned shapes for better understanding of the effect of cell-cell contact 
on mechanosensing. Combinations of the same three main shapes have been made on a 
photomask to study this. These combinations include circle-circle, circle-square, circle-
octagon, square-octagon, square-square and octagon-octagon (Figure 19A). The shapes 
are the same three as before that are known to exhibit a range of mechanosensing, but this 
time the impact of those different shapes can be seen on each other. These shapes will be 
used in the same way to pattern hydrogels and seed MSCs to determine the effect of cell-
cell contact. Contact area between the shapes was kept consistent at 10 micrometers as 
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changes in cell contact area have been seen to influence amount of cell-cell signaling 
[60]. Cell seeding on these combinations of patterns will offer insight on the effect of 
cell- cell contact on mechanosensing, as well as how shape, cell-cell contact, and stiffness 
effect mechanosensing in conjunction. 
4.2.3 Preliminary Findings 
Preliminary work aims to find an adequate seeding density and culture time to obtain 
one cell in each shape (Figure 19B). Previous seeding densities for single shape patterns 
do not adequately fill conjoined shape patterns, but as seen in single cell tests it is easy to 
over seed cells and obtain clusters of cells in a pattern. Once this optimal seeding density 
is achieved, YAP ratio characterization can be done just as it was previously to determine 
the influence of cell-cell contact on mechanosensing as well the influence of cell-cell 
contact in combination with shape and stiffness variations.  
 
Figure 19 
Cell-Cell Contact Photomask Design 
 
Note. (A) Outline of conjoined shapes for photomask (B) Cells seeded on conjoined 
shapes   
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4.3 Effect of Engineered Cell-Cell Contact on Mechanosensing 
 Once cell-cell contact on mechanosensing is better understood, it can be manipulated 
to further study its effect on mechanosensing. Cell-cell contact in MSCs is regulated by 
N-cadherin binding between cells. N-cadherin has an extracellular domain to bind cells 
together and an intracellular domain for signaling to and from adjoining cells [61]. A 
synthetically engineered N-cadherin mimetic peptide ‘HAVDI’ has been shown to bind 
N-cadherin and influence MSC differentiation by allowing cells to believe they are 
adhered to another cell [62]. Success with this peptide has been able hinder focal 
adhesions and decrease nuclear localization of YAP [63]. Inclusion of HAVDI peptide 
with single shape patterns previously used in this study would allow a better looks at the 
impact HAVDI has on YAP mechanosensing on cells of different shapes and stiffness as 
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